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Dr. Julia OIBrien, Dr. Jim Johnson and Dr. Gary Walton look on as Dr. David Heining-Boynton expounds on 
the virtues of his academic discipline -- psychol&. 

ries that we cannot live without. ment with Dr. David Lynch accom- 
In his normal Shakespearean style, Knight, who sported a scuba div- ganying on the piano. 
Dr. Gary Waltonsings the praises ing outfit, smedoffby saying, "Save Heining-Boynton suggested 
the English Department. the mathematicians! Save the math- Mstory should be 'herstory.' His ar- 
himself out whenhe bangedhis head ematicians." Sheexplainedthatwith- gument was based on the need for 
on the mast,and pretended to be a out math we would not have many the study of behavior prior to under- 
scholar reading from his scroll as he things -- like MTV and computers standing the other disciplines. 
told how aspects of English like po- Page gave the most musical A philosophical plea was made 
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solioquy with a prayer. 
At 4he end of convocation, two 

faculty members, Jean Jackson and 
Annie Elliott, appeared in the form 
of Coneheads Prymmate and Dingbat 
ftom Paris, France , 

With help from the Coneheads, 
the moderator and the audience,the 
professors realized they should all 
work together to find a solution to the 
problem of a sinking ship. 
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